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he California Energy CommisT
sion was established a decade
ago to address the energy challenges facing our state. In the years
that followed it was clear that these
challenges were very real. The
availability of our energy supplies
was threatened, and the costs of
energy rapidly increased.
California met these problems
head-on. Actions taken by state
and local governments, energy suppliers and energy consumers have
established our state as a world
leader in the development of energy conservation and renewable
energy resources.
It is easy to look back on these
accomplishments with a sense that

the energy crisis has been solved.
But, looking forward, it is apparent
that our primary energy problem of
a decade ago still remains. Our
economy, like all others, continues
to be heavily dependent on depletable fossil fuels . As these fuels are
used up, our energy bills will increase. If we plan properly, prices
should rise gradually over time. If
we don't plan at all, they will move
in large and sudden spurts.
So now the challenge of ensuring
"adequate" energy in the 1970s
has expanded to include "affordable" energy in the 1980s. In moving
toward this goal, our policies must
be consciously designed to contain
energy costs . By containing these

costs we can strengthen the
California economy and increase
opportunities for business and
industry within our state to better
compete in the world marketplace.
This California Energy Plan outlines those issues important tofuture energy costs in our state. It
also recommends specific steps for
obtaining further benefits from
energy conservation, renewable
resources and market forces. By
combining these steps with innovative public policy and technology,
California can secure an affordable
energy future.
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ON BEHALF OF THE ENERGY
COMMISSION
To Governor George Deukmejian and
Members of the California Legislature

In accordance with our legislative mandate, we have adopted
a new energy policy for California. The policy, described in the
California Energy Plan, is one which we believe will stabilize energy
prices and directly contribute to the state's future economic growth.
By following its recommendations for a balanced development of
California's many energy resources and energy efficiency
opportunities, a least-cost energy path can be provided for our citizens
and businesses into the next century.
The California Energy Plan encourages both the public and private
sectors to take advantage of those additional energy efficiency
improvements which continue to be cost-effective. It also promotes an
increased reliance on geothermal, cogeneration, solar, wind and
biomass energy resources. These indigenous resources are expected
to meet more than one-fifth of the state's electricity needs by 1996.
Our remaining electricity needs will be met with traditional resources
- hydroelectric power, fossil fuels , nuclear power, and out-of-state
electricity purchases. With this combination of resources, California
will have the most diversified energy supply mix in the United States an important insurance policy against future price shocks.
We now know how to better manage California's energy future in a
way that will provide necessary energy and economic security for the
people of our state. California's diversified energy mix will give us
added flexibility in responding to world events which might, at some
later date, affect our energy supply. Should those events occur,
California will be ready.
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. . MESSAGE FROM THE
'GOVERNOR
To Members of the California Legislature
and the People of California

The cost and reliability of future energy supplies will play a major role
in California's economic development . By establishing a policy which
provides affordable energy from a variety of California's own energy
sources, we can improve the resiliency of our state's economy.
The California Energy Plan is our blueprint for attaining this goal. It
recognizes the substantial progress which the people of our state have
made in getting the most out of the energy we consume. It also
delineates a determination to control future energy costs.
We are committed to making California an even better place in which
to live and do business. With the California Energy Plan, another step
has been taken in meeting that commitment.

4-&LJ. t•·~
George Deukmejian
Governor, State of California
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ENERGY MOVES
OUR ECONOMY:
Which Way, California?

he energy problems of the
T
1970s seem to be fading memories . Ample supplies of oil are
suddenly available hroughout the
world . Once-predicted natural gas
shortages have not yet occurred.
And California faces a potential
oversupply of electricity.
How did we regain this apparent
energy security in such a short
span of time? We began by using
traditional fuels more efficiently.
Our new cars, on average, are
nearly twice as efficient as those
built 10 years ago . California's new
homes and appliances are 75 percent more efficient than models

1983 Statewide
Energy Use By Sector

-

Transportation, 47%
Commercial, 9%
Industrial, 30%
Residential, 14%
Source; CEC Pr1mory Energy Receipts
and Dehvenes
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available in the 1970s. The energy
efficiency of our industries has improved by 20 percent in just the
past three years .
And we have sought out new
types of energy. The rapid energy
price increases of the '70s were
strong incentives for development
of alternative energy resources. So
we 've demonstrated how the sun,
the wind, the earth and our own
society's waste products can be
used to meet our growing energy
needs.
Corresponding to these accomplishments has been a leveling off,
and in some cases a reduction, in
energy prices . But these lower
prices are misleading. They encourage us to believe that no more
energy shortages will occur, and
that sudden price increases are
events of the past. While we have
made impressive gains toward improving the efficiency of our cars,
homes and factories , potential
energy problems still remain.
The greatest problem is our continued dependence on a depletable
natural resource - oil. This dependence has only declined by 1.7 percent since 1976. As we learned in
the '70s, the health of the economy
is closely tied to the price of oil. Although the United States lost less
than 5 percent of its oil supplies
during the 1973-74 and 1979 shortages , the country's economic activity was reduced to levels not seen
since the 1930s.

Spherical tanks are used
to store liquid products
derived from processing
natural gas. These products are removed before
the gas is transported to
California.

An offshore rig drills for oil
in the Santa Barbara
Channel.
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Traffic moves slowly on a
Los Angeles freeway (left).
The development of geothermal energy at The
Geyers will help California
to meet its future electricity
needs (right).

The trend away from
oil use is now beginning to reverse.

Right after those shortages
occurred, high prices and government policies encouraging improved energy efficiency spurred
reductions in oil use. Between 1979
and 1983, worldwide oil demand
fell by 6 million barrels per day
(mbd), with Californians reducing
their oil use by 17 percent. During
this same period, new oil supplies
emerged in Alaska, Mexico and the
North Sea. Combined with the
world's reduced oil demand, these
additional supplies brought about
lower prices of gasoline and other
petroleum products.
The trend away from oil use is

now beginning to reverse. Because
of lower prices, the demand for oil
is increasing. Oil use in the United
States, which fell to 15 million barrels per day in 1982, climbed to
16.2 mbd in 1984. If this trend continues, the United States will depend on foreign sources for more
than half of its oil in the 1990s.
Then the transportation sector
alone will consume an amount of
oil equal to total U.S. oil production.
The demand for oil in California's
transportation sector has increased
8 percent in just the past two

years. Because this sector is almost
totally dependent on petroleum
fuels , its vulnerability to future
changes in oil markets represents
our most difficult energy problem .
Unlike the transportation sector,
the state's electricity supply system now uses very little oil. California's electric utilities cut their oil
dependency from 60 percent in the
1970s to 5 percent in 1983. But
they still depend on natural gas ,
which tends to be priced according
to the value of oil.

California Energy Use
By Type-1983

-

Petroleum, 65%
Electricity, 11%
Natural Gas, 23%
Coal,1%
Source; CEC Pri mary Energy Rece1pts
and Delive ·es
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On a nuclear power plant
visit (from left): California
Energy Commission Vice
Chair Barbara Crowley,
Commissioner Doug
Noteware, Commission
Adviser John Wilson and
Commission Executive
Director Randall Ward

An increasing amount of
electricity is being
generated by wind turbines
located in the Altamont
Pass (left). Reflectors
ore used to concentrate
the sun's energy on
photovoltoic collectors in
the Son Joaquin
Volley (below).

We clearly have the ability to influence
energy markets so as to achieve a secure
energy future.

The fact that California produces
much of the oil it consumes will be
of little comfort in the event of fu ture shortages or price hikes. The
price of oil is primarily determined
by its worldwide availability and
not by its location. Furthermore ,
U.S . treaties would require California to share its oil with other nations more adversely affected by an
international oil supply disruption.
We can best reduce our economic vulnerability by using
traditional fossil fuels even more
efficiently, while making greater
use of those alternative energy
resources that are proving to be
cost-effective.
As we move toward these goals,
we need to recognize that there is
plenty of room for innovation. We
believe energy conservation and
development programs can be de vised which, in many cases, will
allow market forces to substitute
for public regulation.
We also must recognize that our
energy supply systems are constantly adapting to changing circumstances. In just the past few
years California's electric utilities
have come to depend more on purchases of power from dispersed resources owned by third parties and
from out-of-state utilities. As a result of these and other changes in
the energy supply system, we need
to re-examine the effectiveness of
California's energy regulatory
structure.
Finally, our state and local governments must continue to set

8

Efficient architecture saves
energy in the State of California's Department of
Justice (left) and Employment Development
Department buildings in
Sacramento (below).

an example of efficient energy use.
Local governments in California,
which spend $1.5 billion annually
on energy, have begun to achieve
substantial dollar savings through
conservation. The city of La Mesa,
for instance , has reduced electricity consumption by 48 percent
since 1980.
California state government
sp~nds more than $300 million per
year on energy. By carefully auditing their 200 million square feet of
floor space, state agencies can
benefit taxpayers through reduce d
energy costs.
The people of California are perhaps the most vibrant economic
force in the world today. Our economic potency is shown by the fact
that, in the next 20 years, we expect increases of 34 percent in
population and 107 percent in total
personal income. We clearly have
the ability to influence energy
markets so as to achieve a secure
energy future.
ecognizing this economic
strength, and making use of
the tools presently available to it,
the Energy Commission intends to
balance conservation and development, while seeking a varied mix of
renewable and nonrenewable resources. California will supply the
energy necessary for strong economic development, in a manner
that is compatible with public
health and safety and a clean environment. We will work to ensure
the right of all Californians to available energy at an affordable price.

R
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STABILIZING
ELECTRICITY PRICES:
A New Age of Abundance and Diversity

or the remainder of the 20th
F
century, California electric
have access to deconsumers
will

pendable supplies of power from an
increasingly diverse array of technologies. Within the next few
years, major power plants being
added to utility rate bases will
likely cause a rate increase for
California power consumers. After
this increase we can, through
proper planning, contain future
electricity costs and save California's ratepayers over $2 billion per
year. Also, because of the growing·
diversity of our electricity supplies,

Electricity Prices
1982 Cents Per KWH

9------------------------

3

1970

1980
-

1990

2000

Actual
Projected

Sou rce : CEC Systems An essment Office
Price Forecast, February 1985
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our electric generation system is
becoming more reliable.
Currently, our state is potentially
facing an oversupply of electricity.
The cogeneration projects proposed in just the past two years
would, by themselves, exceed predicted statewide electricity needs .
These projects, typically operated
by third parties, produce both industrial steam and electricity.
Since it appears that more than
enough electricity resources are
available to meet statewide power
needs, we should seek the mix of
generation options that best serves
the public interest. We propose
doing this by going for the leastcost energy options.
Is the Current Era of Big Rate
Hikes Ending?
The Arab embargo and related
events pushed up average retail
costs of California's oil-intensive
electric power from 3V2 cents per
kilowatt hour (kWh) in 1973 to 6V2
cents by 1977. The next oil shockwave followed the start of the Iranian revolution in 1979, propelling
average power costs here over
7 cents per kWh by 1981. Rates
may average about 8 cents per
kWh by 1987.
Our projections indicate that average retail costs may decline gradually in 1988-91, to a low of about
1V2 cents, then go up slowly to
8V2 cents per kWh by 2004. Through
proper planning now, we may be
able to stabilize electricity prices at

7V2 cents per kWh for the remain der of the century.
The somewhat stable electric
rates projected for the future are
in sharp contrast to the rapidly
increasing rates seen in the past
decade . This is because less than
half of electric utility revenues
statewide will be used to pay for
power plant fuel. In the 1970s a majority of utility expenses were for
fueling power plants with oil. Most
utility revenues will now be used to
pay fixed capital costs, which are
expected to be fairly constant because no new major central station
power plants are anticipated.
Can California Attain an Optiinal
Mix of Power Sources?
We think the best mix of electricity sources is one that provides the
lowest possible costs for energy
consumers over the long run. This
mix uses resources efficiently, reduces the risk of power shortages,
and protects the environment .
Our four basic energy options for
the next 12 years are :
• Conservation. Energy
efficiency programs create jobs
while producing predictable , costeffective results.
• Native Resources. Energy resources within our own state tend
to have economic and environmental advantages . These dispersed
sources include geothermal, hydro ,
wind, solar, biomass and
cogeneration.

• Purchased Power. Electricity
bought from suppliers in other
states helps diversify our sources,
while using developed energy
capacity that otherwise would be
wasted. It also helps maximize efficient use of resources throughout
the Western United States.
• Conventional Power. Nuclear
and coal capacity available to California recently have increased. The
state's electric utilities have an excess of oil and natural gas generating capacity, left over from the era
when it was considered acceptable
to rely almost totally on these fuels
for power production. We do not
now anticipate a need to construct

more of these plants in California
during the 1985-96 planning period.
New energy choices must be
made as our state moves to reduce
oil and gas use for electricity, as
aging power plants are retired and
as total consumer demand grows.
Use of electric power is projected to
grow at an average rate of slightly
less than 2 percent yearly, down
from the 7 percent pace of the
1960s and early 1970s.
We have concluded that California must provide for just over
21,400 megawatts (MW) of new
electricity resources by 1996.
Nearly 15,100 MW of these require-

Sources Of Electricity-1978 And 1996
Percent

60--------------------------------------------------------

1978 -

-

1996

40 -----------------------------------------------------------

0

Coal

Nuclear

Source: 1979 Biennial Report ond CEC Stoff

Out Of
Stale

Hydro

Alternatives

Utility
Oil/Gas

ments will be taken care of by systems already under construction or
planned. Most of the newly added
and planned capacity is from nuclear and hydroelectric projects located in California , supplemented
by power produced out of state.
The rest of the new and already
planned capacity is geothermal,
cogeneration (using natural gas),
coal, biomass, wind, solar, and perhaps expanded purchases of power
from other states .
That means there is just over
6,300 MW of projected need equal to the average peak demand
of 2 million homes - that must be
met between now and 1996. Much
of this need can be met by projects
now in more preliminary planning
and development stages.
California had a total of 36,700
MW of power generating capacity
in existence as of the end of 1983.
Some 21 ,400 MW of this was in
plants fueled by natural gas and oil
- facilities left over from the era
that ended in the early 1970s. Since
then, in conformance with public
policy, the state's utilities have re duced their use of oil and gas by
relying more heavily on out-of-state
electricity purchases.
Before the end of the century, more of California's
electricity will come from
resources within the state,
such as those represented
here (top /eft to right): solar, hydropower, wind and
biomass.
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A student learning to
weatherstrip at the Olympic
training site in Los Angeles.

Conservation should always be considered
as a soUice of energy supply

The commission aims to keep
the oil and gas portion down to a
third of total electrical output. A
further goal is to have an energy
mix that will not allow more than
a 10 percent power supply cut, nor
more than a 10 percent power cost
rise, in the event of any major disruptions beyond California's control. California has established a
foundation of reasonable regulation
and a partnership w ith the private
sector that provides opportunities
to meet these policy goals in the
near future .
Conservation. In truth, conservation should always be considered
as a source of energy supply. When
one group of consumers uses energy more efficiently, the energy
that would have been wasted is
available for others to use.
New energy-saving building
design and appliance efficiency

programs, already set by law, are
expected to save as much as $2 billion yearly in energy costs by 1996.
Also , new types of air conditioning
and programs designed to trim
peak electricity demand can help
reduce the utilities ' need to maintain peak generation units that sit
idle most of the time .
Cogeneration. The large number of cogeneration projects being
discussed around the state exceeds
the state's total likely need for new

power. These decentralized units
produce electricity as well as process steam for industrial use . A
unit's excess output of electric
power is sold to the local utility.
The avoided-cost formula , under
which utilities are required to buy
energy from third-party generators,
had been expected to deter overbuilding of cogeneration facilities.
But too much capacity may be
added if the formula does not
accurately reflect real costs .

Money Savings
From Conservation
Billions of Dollars - 1982

4 ------------------------

Cogeneration system at
Napa State Hospital

1982

1989

1996

2004

Source; Droll Fonol E R Aprol, 1985
CEC Electrocoty Price Foreco•t. Feb
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utilizes heat energy that
would otherwise be
wasted.

The Heber Binary Cycle
Proiect in the Imperial Valley (left) is the world's first
commercial-scale power
plant using water heated
by the earth to generate
electricity. Other geothermal plants, such as The
Geysers in Northern California (below), produce
electricity from steam
found at the earth's
surface.

Geothermal. California's dry
steam network at the Geysers is
the world's largest geothermal
power system. Potentially vast liquid geothermal resources are the
subject of current research and development in the Salton Sea area.
The potential for deep, hot dry rock
technology is also being investigated. Geothermal resources are
thought to exist in 46 of the state's
58 counties.
Biomass. Plants that convert
solid waste to energy can help
solve the state's increasingly serious shortage of landfill while also
producing electricity. Other types
of biomass installations operate
using forest residues from timber
management operations, as well as
conventional agricultural wastes.

Electricity is produced from
woodchips and sawdust at
the Ultrapower 1 unit in
Burney.
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One of Modesto Irrigation
District's small hydroelectric facilities is located
on an irrigation canal.

California now has the largest installed
capacity of wind turbines in the world.

Wind and Solar. California now
has the largest installed capacity of
wind turbines in the world . These
machines are located in the Altamont Pass, the San Gorgonio Pass,
and other sites throughout the
state. Solar photovoltaic and
thermal technologies to generate
electricity have shown promise as
demonstration projects, but still are
uneconomical for large commercial
applications.
Hydroelectric. Thtal hydro
energy production can rise or fall
30 percent from its statistical norm,
depending on rainfall. Therefore
our utilities store oil for use as a
backup source of power in dry
years. Small hydro projects that are
on constructed waterways, canals
and existing water impoundments

are generally favored because of
their environmental acceptability.
Out-of-State Power. Another
source of supply is out-of-state
power. Electricity purchased by
California from out of state is
mostly delivered by the federal
Bonneville Power Administration
(EPA). Big hydro projects in the
Northwest have historically provided low-cost energy to California,
but EPA has raised the rates for
this power by 400 percent in five
years. And BPA policy blocks California from buying economy energy
directly from Canada most of the
time. If EPA maintains its present
course, the economic justification
for California utilities to build transmission lines for obtaining more

power imports from the Northwest
will not exist.
California also obtains surplus
energy from Southwest states that
have excess power capacity. Southwest utilities , mainly in Arizona
and New Mexico , could supply up
to 8 percent of California 's 1996 energy demand . But, as is the case in
the Northwest, it would not be prudent to expand Southwest transmission links unless we could
count on firm power at fair rates .
Rethinking Regulatory Authority
Since its founding in 1975, the
Energy Commission has analyzed
the need for each proposed power
plant in relation to predicted statewide energy demand. The Commission also has examined each

Workers erect wind turbines
for ESI Co. in the San
Gorgonio Pass.

An array of solar collectors
produces electricity outside
Taft.
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One of California's electric
power plants which can
use oil or natural gas,
is located at Morro Bay.
Biogas is stored as fuel
for electric generation at
the Marindale Dairy in
Novato.

We should work to obtain an optimal mix of
energy resources.

project on its own merit in terms
ofeconornic, envilonmentru,public
heruth and safety factors.
The Energy Commission has
authority to certify thermal electric
projects of 50 megawatts or more,
but two-thirds of expected future
resource additions are projects under that threshold . Currently there
is no central source of information
on smaller energy projects throughout the state, and therefore no adequate way to monitor progress
toward meeting statewide energy
needs.
Changing conditions call for rethinking the way the Energy Commission exercises its regulatory

functions. Cruifornia has entered
an era in which there may be more
potential sources of electric generation available than the state will
need. Therefore we should work to
more accurately measure the availability of existing supplies, to obtain an optimal mix of energy
resources, and to do so at least
cost to the consumer.
The "Reserved Need" Approach. One step the Energy Commission is taking to contain future
electricity costs is to apply a new
test to facilities proposed under the
site certification process. This new
criterion is called "reserved need."
It means the Commission is setting

aside different portions of future
electric capacity to be met by certain energy resources. These reserved need allocations will be
reviewed every two years .
Using the reserved need concept, the Commission has estimated how much new generating
capacity the state will need in
1996, subtracted currently planned
facilities, and thereby figured the
remaining need. This calculation
shows a 1996 remaining need of
6,300 megawatts which no power
production facilities have yet been
chosen to meet.
The Commission has decided to
reserve portions of this future need
for preferred resources. Thus, the
Commission has established as reserves nearly 1,400 MW for conservation (our first choice as a future
energy source), 900 MW for natural
gas cogeneration, 850 MW for
geothermru, 350 MW for biomass,
250 MW for hydroelectricity and a
combined allocation of 300 MW for
solar and wind energy. Some 650
MW of reserved need has also been
allocated for out-of-state generating
capacity expected to be available
on a firm contract basis for California's utilities.
The rest, just over 1,600 MW, remains unreserved for now. We will
allot this need for demonstration
projects or for any energy technologies that meet the criteria esSpecialist cleans furnace
grates at woodburning
power plant in Arcata.
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tablished by the Commission. The
applicable criteria are designed to
balance consumer cost, economic
development, supply reliability,
environmental and public health
and safety concerns, as required
by State Public Resources Code
Section 25309 .
By reserving appropriate portions of this need to preferred
energy sources, we can move
California toward an optimal, leastcost energy mix.
The reserved need concept also
will enable the Energy Commission
to streamline its regulatory siting
process . If the applicant representing a proposed power facility can
demonstrate that the project meets
certain cost and power-producing
conditions, the Commission can
determine the need for the plant in
a much shorter period of time. By
explicitly stating these conditions
up front, the Energy Commission
will hopefully discourage siting applicants from proposing projects
that would not meet the state's
power needs . This will result in less
money being spent both by applicants and by the Commission in
the process of deciding those
power plants most appropriate
for California.
Reserved need has been structured in such a way as to help
bring about a greater diversity in
those resources used to generate
electricity. It is designed to reduce
the state's vulnerability to supply

interruptions and cost increases. It
also is intended to hold down the
state's use of oil and natural gas to
acceptable levels.
Tracking Smaller Energy Projects. To accurately monitor progress toward meeting the state's
energy requirements and satisfying
reserved need allocations, the
Commission proposes a statewide
reporting system for energy projects. This energy project information would enable the Governor, the
Legislature and relevant government agencies to be notified of any

potential imbalance in the state's
electric generating mix.
alifornia's electric power picture has changed remarkably
in the past 10 years. Where once
we depended on a few specific
types of power plants , our future
electricity supplies will come from
a variety of sources . This diversity
will help us in providing a healthy
economic climate for business and
industry, and a reliable electricity
supply for all the people of
California.

C

Meeting California's Electrical Capacity Need in 1996
Reserved Need (Megawatts)
~00 --------------------------------------------

-

Currently Planned Projects- 15,100 MW
Preferred Additional Projects - 6,300 MW
Source: CEC, The 1985 Colilomia Electricity Report
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USING NATURAL GAS:
A Rapidly Changing Picture

se of natural gas statewide in
U
1983 fell to its lowest level
since 1964. A major reason for this
lowered natural gas consumption
is the fact that consumers are increasingly efficient in their use of
gas . Some industries are shifting to
alternate energy supplies, and electric utilities are moving to use
other resources instead of gas.
But natural gas may have some
new uses in the future.
If substantial amounts of natural
gas are used to make steam for enhanced oil recovery processes in
California oilfields, the productivity
of our oil industry can be improved.

Natural Gas Prices
Dollars Per Million BTUs

9------------------------

1970

1980
-

1990

are equal to three times the state 's
known offshore reserves.
Another likely growth market for
natural gas is cogeneration. Those
cogeneration projects currently expected to be operating in the next
12 years will generate at least 1,1DO
megawatts of electricity, while yielding process heat for industrial use.
The Commission intends to regulate these gas cogeneration proj ects in a way that is consistent
with its natural gas policy aims -stable prices, stable supplies, and
efficient use .
Natural Gas Demand May
Decline Further
Federal deregulation of natural
gas prices is encouraging producers to explore more, but higher
costs will cause consumers to use
less. Gas rate increases averaged
13 percent per year from the mid1970s to the early 1980s, after allowing for inflation. Prices are expected to be stable in the next two
years, but will steadily increase
after 1987. Only those rates paid by
industries that contract for gas on
an interruptible basis are expected
to decline over the long term.

2000

Actual
Projected

Source CEC 1984 Ann ual Petroleum Report
CEC Stoff Forecast, January 1985
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This process could use 1 billion cubic feet of natural gas per day, or
nearly a fourth of the state's natural
gas market, by 2000. Using gas for
thermally enhanced oil recovery
(TEOR) might also serve as a catalyst to help obtain new supplies
from outside California . And it
might be a way to spread capital
costs for some major gas pipelines.
Ways of enhancing recovery in
the oilfields deserve serious consideration, partly because of the magnitude of the affected petroleum
resources. California's known onshore oil reserves , susceptible to
increased production from TEOR.

Work crews lay pipeline
(left) and calibrate meters
(right) for transporting
natural gas to California.

THE CALIFORNIA
ENERGY PLAN:
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Electricity
For the remainder of the 20th
century, California electric consumers will have access to dependable supplies of power from an
increasingly diverse array of
technologies.
Once the costs of recently constructed power plants are added
into utility rate bases, proper planning can hold future electricity
prices at the rate of inflation.
California has to provide 21,425
megawatts of new electricity resources by 1996. This need represents 48 percent of the state's
current electric generating capacity.
Nearly 15,100 megawatts will be
provided by facilities and programs
currently being planned.
For the purposes of meeting California's remaining electricity need
for just over 6,300 megawatts by
1996, facilities using cogeneration,
geothermal, wind, small hydroelectric, biomass and solar technologies
are preferred, along with a mix of
power purchased from our neighbors in the western United States
and a variety of programs designed
to stimulate conservation and efficiency investments.
By 1996, 27 percent of California's
electricity should be coming from
utility oil and gas facilities, 25
percent from alternative generation
technologies, 17 percent from hydroelectric facilities, 16 percent from
nuclear facilities, 9 percent from outof-state coal facilities, and 6 percent
from other out-of-state purchases.

Natural Gas
Natural gas prices are expected
to be stable in the next two years,
but are likely to steadily increase
after 1987. Federal deregulation of
natural gas prices will encourage
producers to explore for more
sources of natural gas, but will also
cause consumers to reduce their
natural gas consumption.
Cogeneration and thermally-enhanced oil recovery operations may
result in new increased demands
for natural gas in the next decade.
These new demands should be
carefully examined for their potential impacts on traditional natural
gas customers.
Currently, the availability of adequate natural gas supplies to California in the 1990s seems uncertain.
If potential natural gas supplies are
developed on schedule, the state
should have sufficient natural gas to
meet its needs through the end of
this century.

Oil
California's continued overdependence on oil remains the state's
fundamental energy problem and
the greatest potential threat to the
state's future economic growth.
This overdependence is centered
in California's transportation sector
which relies on declining supplies
of petroleum fuels for 99 percent of
its energy.
In just the past two years, energy
consumption in California's transportation sector has increased by
8 percent. In the next 20 years it is
projected that vehicle miles traveled
within the state will increase by
50 percent.
By the 1990s we expect that the
United States will rely on foreign
sources for more than 50 percent
of its oil. At this same time, we also
project that all oil produced in the
U.S. will be consumed for transportation purposes.
Assuming no future oil supply
disruptions, oil prices are expected
to show average increases greater
than inflation for the next 20 years.
Continued research into alternative fuels for the transportation sector is important. Methanol is one
such alternative fuel which can also
provide air quality benefits.
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Recommendations
• The state should seek to reduce increases in demand for electricity during peak usage times .
• The Energy Commission
should assist industrial and commercial businesses of all sizes in reducing energy costs by developing
and implementing cost-effective
building and equipment energy
and capacity savings programs.
• All state agencies should be
directed to develop plans , by April
1, 1986, to achieve a 15 percent
reduction in energy consumption
over the following three years.
• The state should provide a
participating loan program, information services and project monitoring for local governments , in
support of energy management and
conservation activities, as a companion to the existing schools and
hospitals program.
• If current test programs are
successful, the Legislature and
Governor should consider establishing information programs to assist
residential consumers in the purchase of cost-effective energyefficient homes and appliances.
The Commission also should continue
to review and update residential
building and appliance standards .

• The Energy Commission
should work to secure supplies of
economically attractive electrical
energy from both the Southwest
and the Pacific Northwest.
• The Energy Commission
should implement a statewide reporting system for energy project
development in California, and notify the Governor, Legislature and
appropriate state agencies if an imbalance in the state's electricity
generating system is approaching.
• California should foster the
continued growth of renewable and
native energy sources . In implementing the Energy Technologies
Research, Development and
Demonstration Act, the Energy
Commission should consider
potential near-term commercial
technologies.
• The state should encourage
thermally enhanced oil recovery
(TEOR) to cut dependence on foreign oil and to provide other related
energy and environmental benefits.
Each proposal using natural gas for
TEOR development should be evaluated by the Energy Commission
on its merit.

• Existing programs on alternative transportation fuels- including development of methanolfueled buses , cars and trucks should be carried forward to
completion.
• A broadly based blue-ribbon
committee should be appointed to
evaluate California's present energy
regulatory institutions, authority
and procedures, and to provide recommendations to further enhance
efficiency in their operation .

Once natural gas is
brought to the surface, it
is processed (left) and its
liquid products are held
at storage facilities (right).
Toward the end of this
century, new we/Is will be
drilled to meet California's added natural gas
demand (below) .

California's use of natural gas,
which accounts for half of our nontransportation energy needs, is currently forecast to decline in the
next few years. Demand should
then return to its present level by
the turn of the century. The initial
decline in demand will result primarily from California's electric utilities turning to other generation
sources.
Natural gas consumption by nonutility users , especially in the industrial sector, is expected to grow
in the next 20 years . At least until
the early 1990s, this added demand
is expected to be offset by the fact
that California's power companies
will be reducing their use of the fuel.

cent from within the state and the
Outer Continental Shelf. Pipelines
from out of state bring up to 4.7
billion cubic feet of gas daily into
California.
As natural gas prices increase,
new sources of natural gas should
become available to compensate for
depletions in existing wells. In the
next two decades , we probably will
be able to continue to secure more
than 1 billion cubic feet per day
from Canadian wells. Rocky Mountain gas developments could yield

361 million cfd by 2004. And, because of its large gas reserves, we
can expect at least 100 million cfd
from Mexico.
Alaskan pipeline gas, liquified
natural gas imports and synthetic
natural gas from coal are expensive
options that California should not
need to tap in the next 20 years.
Completion of the Alaska natural
gas pipeline, intended to link
Prudhoe Bay to California and the
Midwest, could give California 500
to 600 million cubic feet of gas per

Available Supplies Appear
Adequate- For Now
Natural gas sources potentially
available to the state through 2004
should be sufficient to meet both
the electric utilities' demand and
the total anticipated demand of all
other sectors. However, if these anticipated sources are slow to develop, or if new uses of natural gas
increase at a rate faster than anticipated, future supplies could be
inadequate by the end of this
century. This type of shortfall could
necessitate an increased use of oil
in utility power plants, and cause
natural gas prices to increase more
than anticipated.
California gets 67 percent of its
natural gas supplies from the
Southwestern United States, 20
percent from Canada and 13 per-
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Welders assemble a pipeline that will corry natura/
gas to California .

Gas cogeneration projects may provide up to
9,000 megawatts of additional electricity

day, but would be the most expensive construction project in history.
Construction of a large-scale gas
receiving facility in Southern California could enable the state to import some 900 million cubic feet
per day of liquified natural gas by
tanker by the year 2000 - but this
plan is now on hold . Synthetic natural gas can be produced from coal,
but the process raises environmental questions and is not economically competitive in today' s energy
market.

California Natural Gas

Demand By Sector
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How Much Cogeneration?
As late as 1980, no natural gas
was being used for cogeneration in
California. But electric utilities have
submitted reports to the Energy
Commission concerning plans for
cogeneration projects which, by
2004, would use 430 million cubic
feet of gas daily to generate 2,000
megawatts of power. Many parties
have suggested that gas cogeneration projects may provide up to
9,000 MW of additional electricity.
In general, cogeneration facilities
use natural gas more efficiently
than separate electric power plants
and process heat plants . But if too
much cogeneration goes on line, it
may begin to displace natural gasbased electric generation by the
utilities that is more economical.
Clearly, in connection with the
cogeneration planning process,
regulatory remedies should be
designed to protect the public's
interest in the economic use of
California's natural gas resources.
What's the Clean Way to Boost
Recovery of California Crude?
Extra amounts of crude oil are recovered from the big deposits in
California oilfields by means of a
process that injects steam into the
ground. The hot steam allows more
of the heavy oil to be drawn up the
well. Today some of the oil that already has been extracted is burned
to make this steam in most of the
fields having enhanced recovery
processes. In fact, in some onshore

oilfields, as much as one out of
every three barrels of oil extracted
is burned to make steam for thermally enhanced oil recovery
(TEOR) . In a few locations where
natural gas and oil are recovered,
some on-site gas is presently used
for TEOR.
The lower San Joaquin Valley has
about 5 billion barrels of proven reserves and another 7 billion barrels
of potentially recoverable petroleum. This compares to the state's
offshore oil reserves of 2 billion barrels proven and 4 billion barrels
potential.
The current TEOR procedure
makes relatively inefficient use of
scarce oil, and adds significant
amounts of unwanted pollutants to
our air. If more clean-burning natural gas is used to make the steam
for this process, the net oil production would be increased and the air
would be cleaner. Moreover, most
of the gas TEOR facilities probably
would be cogeneration projects,
thus adding to the total efficiency
of the process by generating electricity while also producing steam.
In 1982 about 340,000 barrels of
oil were produced each day, using
the thermally enhanced recovery
process. It would have taken some
680 million cubic feet of natural gas
per day, equal to the total natural
gas consumption of the industrial

The cogeneration plant at
Napa State Hospital (below) uses two BOO kilowatt
gas turbines to generate
electricity. The existing boilers (left) are used as a
backup source of power.
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Steam is used to increase
oil production at TEOR
facilities in Kern County.
The steam is produced by
burning oil (left) or using
solar energy (right).

A gas-TEOR program
could induce suppliers to make new
sources of gas available to California.

sector in 1983, to do the same job.
The requirement in the year 2000 is
expected to be larger.
It is possible that some of California's depleted natural gas fields
could be used in the future lor storage of natural gas supplied from
out of state. It is also possible that
a gas TEOR program could induce
suppliers to make new sources of
gas available to California. These
sources could, in turn, be channeled to other uses in the state
when the oilfields are close
to depletion.
If new or existing gas transmission lines are used to carry !latural
gas to oilfields for large-scale enhanced recovery, present gas customers could potentially benefit. To
the extent that the capital costs of
the gas transmission network can
be shared by the oil producers, the
rates paid by other natural gas customers might not be so high as
would otherwise be the case.
There have been four proposals
to build interstate pipelines t o
serve the California TEOR market.
'TWo of these proposals would use
existing out-of-state pipelines to
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bring gas to the Arizona-California
border, but would build a new instate pipeline to carry the gas from
the state line to the Bakersfield
area. The other two proposals
would build new pipelines to
California all the way from Idaho or
Wyoming. These latter two proposed
projects would make it possible for
California's TEOR market to obtain
gas from additional sources outside
the state.
Firms engaged in thermally enhanced oil recovery say they would
switch to natural gas for steam
generation purposes if supplies of
gas were stable and consistently
priced. California's gas utilities say
they would like to serve this market, using their existing pipelines
for TEOR purposes. The oilfield
operators , however, have expressed
a preference for a new interstate
gas pipeline because they believe it
provides greater reliability for lower
prices and adequate supply.

he Commission will be reviewing this issue in preparation of
its forthcoming Biennial Fuels
Report.
In the near future, Californians
can expect that there will be sufficient supplies of natural gas, although at higher than present
costs. Policy decisions made in
the next few years will determine
whether these supplies will be
available at an affordable price into
the next century.

T

REPLACING OIL IN THE
TRANSPORTATION SECTOR:
California Leads the Way

alifornia transportation
C
accounts for 16 percent of the
Gross State Product, and one-sixteenth of total U.S. oil consumption. California uses more gasoline
than every country in the world
except the United States and the
Soviet Union. If our nation is to
embark on a journey to the post-oil
age, there is no better place to begin than in the transport sector of
this state.
Many possible paths lie ahead.
Someday we may produce gasoline
from domestic oil shale and synthetic fuel. But at present, U.S. oil
shale and synfuel development is
stalled by economic and environmental problems. We could expand
mass transit, which now accounts
for 1 percent of California transportation energy. But this expansion
requires large capital investment
and has limited potential in a state
where population is widely dispersed.
Other options are more promising. Major advances have been
made in the fuel efficiency of motor
vehicles, and the technology already is available that could enable
full-size passenger cars to achieve
50 miles per gallon of gasoline .
Telecommuters can save fuel by
working on electronic computer
terminals at home instead of driving to work every day. Motorists
can save gas by driving efficiently
and keeping their vehicles in good
condition. And state and local governments can improve the energy
efficiency of roads and freeways .
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For instance, a state program initiated by the Energy Commission
has timed 20 percent of California's
eligible traffic lights to cut traffic
jams and save 4,200 gallons of
gasoline per light annually.
These efforts are worthwhile and
should be encouraged, but they
do not address the fundamental
problem of oil dependency.

We Burn Too Much Oil On
the Road
The proportion of our total state
energy needs that are met by oil is
more than one-fourth higher than
that of the nation as a whole . This
oil dependency is mainly due to our
huge transportation system, which
is more than 99 percent reliant on
oil. Other California sectors are less
oil-dependent - industrial 50 percent, commercial13 percent, and
residential 2 percent.
Our consumption of oil for transportation is rising now - a trend
that shows no signs of reversal.
In 1978-82 statewide energy use
of oil for transportation fell 7 percent. The fall-off was mainly due to
improved mileage of new vehicles,
though high fuel prices and the
world economic slump also were
factors. New cars averaged 24
miles per gallon in 1982, up from
13 mpg in 1974.
But in 1982-84 we saw an 8 percent increase in transportation energy use in California . Gasoline and
diesel prices dropped 14 percent

An oil tanker entering San
Francisco Bay will deliver
its cargo to a Northern
California refinery.
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Governor accepts delivery
of 500 methanol-fueled
Ford Escorts. From left:
Chairman lmbrecht,
Celanese Corp. Chairman
John McComber; Governor
Deukmejian, and Ford
Motor Co. Chairman
Donald Peterson.

By 1991, transportation alone will use
more oil than the
nation produces.

during this period. At the same
time, personal travel returned to
pre-shortage levels.
During the next 20 years we
could see a 50 percent increase in
vehicle miles traveled in the state .
Yet federal auto efficiency requirements are expected to go no higher
than 27 miles per gallon after 1985.
And if we do not adequately expand highway capacity, we may
wind up spending an additional
10 percent on fuel wasted in
traffic jams.
The price of gasoline has gone
down somewhat in the past two
years because of the current surplus in world oil markets. Crude oil

Oil Prices
Dollars Per Barrel- 1982
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US Refiner Cost of Crude Oil, 1970-84
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prices, which climbed from $3 per
barrel in 1972 to $35 in 1981,
slipped to about $25 a barrel in
1984. But oil prices are expected
to show average increases greater
than inflation for the next 20 years,
after the current supply-demand
imbalance passes.
California produces half the oil it
consumes. Eight percent of the oil
we use comes to California from
other countries. The remaining 42
percent comes from Alaska and the
Outer Continental Shelf But U.S.
oil production is destined to decline
from an estimated 10 million barrels per day in 1985 to 8.5 mbd
by 2000.
By 1991, transportation alone
will use more oil than the nation
produces.
The total amount of petroleum
existing in the earth is finite. The
oil burned by industrial societies
cannot be replaced, although synthetic fuels or alternative forms of
energy may be substituted over the
course of time. Oil dedicated to
certain applications , such as lubricants, may in some cases be recycled- but the amounts thereby
recovered are negligible in the
context of the total oil picture .
Oil is a nonsubstitutable resource for some applications such
as the production of certain plastics and pharmaceuticals. Even
the Arab oil embargo temporarily
caused serious shortages of certain
types of life-saving drugs in the
United States 11 years ago.

One of the historic questions to
be decided by the present generation is whether we will move
smoothly into the post-oil age, with
a minimum of supply disruptions
and economic dislocations . Onealternative is to do nothing, thereby
inviting future energy crises that
could have serious implications for
national security and for international stability. But the option we
must choose is to address the fundamental problem of oil depend·
ency. We can do this in the
transportation sector by continuing
to investigate alternative fuels for
motor vehicles. Although oil is nonsubstitutable for some uses, transportation fuel is an area in which
alternative resources can be
developed to replace oil.
Continuing to Explore the Use
of Methanol
The California Energy Commission has studied a variety of fuel
transportation options, including
methanol, ethanol, gasohol, compressed natural gas, propane, hydrogen and synthetic fuels. Of
these fuels, methanol seems to hold
the greatest promise. It is cleaner
bmning than oil-based fuels and all
other alternatives except hydrogen.
And methanol can be produced
from biomass, natural gas, oil or
coal , and can be economically competitive if sold to a mass market.

One of the vehicles from
the Ford methanol fleet is
parked in front of California's restored Capitol.

A pump at one of
California's 18 methanol
fueling stations.

A number of steps
can be taken to
encourage further
investigation of the
use of methanol as
motor vehicle fuel.

About half the pollutants emitted
into the air in this state come from
cars and trucks . Methanol can be
an important answer to this problem. Recent smog chamber and air
quality modeling studies indicate
that, if methanol were substituted
for gasoline on a large scale in the
Los Angeles area, ozone levels in
the region would be reduced significantly. And California methanol
demonstrations in heavy-duty diesel engines indicate reductions in
all pollutants under state air quality
criteria, including 60 to 90 percent
decreases in nitrogen oxide emissions . We are confident that any
remaining health, safety or envi-

ronmental questions regarding
methanol can be resolved
satisfactorily.
Large-scale commercialization of
methanol has been stymied by a
classic " chicken and egg " syndrome . Thus , carmakers do not
want to build methanol-fueled vehicles because gas stations do not
have methanol pumps, and no-one
wants to be a methanol distributor
because most people have never
seen a methanol car.
The Energy Commission, in a
cooperative program with private
industry, has put more than 700
methanol-fueled cars into public
and private fleets . The Commission

is also establishing 25 methanol
fueling stations around the state .
A number of steps can be taken
to encourage further investigation
of the use of methanol as motor vehicle fuel. The federal government
can provide incentives for the manufacture and purchase of methanol
vehicles . Other automakers can follow Ford, General Motors and Volkswagen, in developing methanol
cars, to assure competition in the
production of a wide range of
methanol vehicles and engines.
Automakers can develop a hybrid
car that can be fueled by either
methanol or gasoline, or by a range
of blends. And steps can be taken
to achieve a fair balance between
costs of methanol and oil-based
vehicle fuels .
t will take a long time for any
Iference
new initiative to make a big difin the amount of oil-based
fuel that is used by consumers.
But if the results of our tests with
methanol fuels continue to be
promising, we can look 20 years
ahead with the hope that methanol
may be one means to make just
such a difference .
Commissioner Arturo
Gandara tests the performance of a methanolfueled tractor at California
State University Chico.
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Working with Golden Gate
Transit District, the California Energy Commission has
demonstrated the use
of methanol in city buses.

REACHING OUR
ENERGY GOALS:
Directions for the Future

nergy problems are not solved
E
overnight. Sometimes a
decade or more is needed to bring
about solutions. This California
Energy Plan is intended to help our
state avoid serious energy problems by pursuing gradual changes
in the way we produce and use
energy.
California is fortunate in having
available a wide diversity of energy
resources to meet its growing economic needs . Although many of
these resources are native to California , international market forces
will continue to exert upward
pressure on energy costs . We will
take steps to contain future cost
increases by furthering improvements in energy efficiency and
by developing a least-cost mix of
energy sources.
The policy initiatives offered
here are designed to : (a) achieve
improved conservation of energy
through equipment efficiency investments, energy management
systems and modifications of behavior; (b) obtain least-cost energy
supplies through development of
diverse renewable resources and
access to out-of-state economy
energy ; (c) foster development of
transportation fuels not based on
oil; (d) seek appropriate reforms in
state energy regulation to improve
the cost-effectiveness of government ; and (e) allow market forces
to make a greater contribution to
the achievement of state energy
policy objectives.
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The following specific recommendations are presented by the
Energy Commission to the Governor, the Legislature and the people
of California for their consideration.
comment and appropriate action.
The Commission hopes a vigorous
public dialogue will take place on
these issues so we may move
forward in securing California's
energy future.
Utilities and their customers
1
• stand to benefit from steps
that reduce costly peak power demand or shift the demand to offpeak times. Utilities can defer obtaining some added power sources
while increasing the productivity of
existing plants and consumers can
save on utility bills . Research into
shifting peak demand should continue, but it is also time for action .
Steps could include incentives for
more efficient air conditioning and
thermal storage systems; state
funding of thermal storage retrofit ;
advanced load management and
time-of-use metering systems; investigation of time-of-use commercial rates; and monitoring research
on options such as gas heat
pumps . Therefore:
The state should seek to
reduce increases in demand
for electricity during peak
usage times.

Energy management pro2
• grams for big commercial
users have had good results. The
Commission can work with large
and small firms alike to help them
gain cost savings from enhanced
equipment efficiency. And new
building efficiency programs can
mean lower operating costs for
businesses whether they rent or
own. Therefore :
The Energy Commission
should assist industrial and
commercial businesses of
all sizes in reducing energy
costs by developing and implementing cost-effective
building and equipment energy and capacity savings
programs .
A 15 percent cut in energy
• by state agencies would save
3
taxpayers $50 million annually. The
key to success in such an effort
would be the commitment of each
agency to managing its own energy plan. The Energy Commission
can provide seminars and data on
conservation measures , and can
assess technologies and plans. The
Department of General Services
can work with agencies on implementing energy strategies, while
the Department of Finance can review costs and savings . Therefore:
All state agencies should be
directed to develop plans,
by April1, 1986, to achieve
a 15 percent reduction in
energy consumption over
the following three years.

Energy can be saved if conA reduction of 15 percent in
4
• local governments' energy
• sumers purchase efficient
5
use could save $100 million per
homes and appliances. Homeownyear statewide. Many cities, counties, schools and special districts
have energy management programs that more than pay for themselves. Factors in their success
include local responsibility for program management, use of energy
audits and accounting techniques,
investments in conservation and
renewable resources, and communication with other local governments and energy authorities. But
many local units of government
lack the funds needed for efficiency
investments that would enable
long-term energy savings.
Therefore:

The state should provide a
participating loan program,
information services and
project monitoring for local
governments, in support of
energy management and
conservation activities, as
a companion to the existing
schools and hospitals
program.

ers, home buyers, lenders and real
estate professionals need an accurate way to quantify the contribution of wall and attic insulation,
set-back thermostats and other
energy-saving factors in a home's
value. A voluntary home and appliance rating and labeling program
can provide the objective energy
yardstick now needed. Therefore:
If current test programs are
successful, the Legislature
and Governor should consider establishing information programs to assist
residential consumers in the
purchase of cost-effective
energy-efficient homes and
appliances. The Commission also should continue to
review and update residential building and appliance
standards.

California is part of the large
• power grid that links the
Western states. Utilities in the
Southwest have built more generating capacity than they now need,
most of it coal-fired. If California
were to buy additional surplus
power from states like Arizona and
New Mexico, there might be economic benefits for all concerned.
Another potential supply source is
from the Pacific Northwest. However, the federal Bonneville Power
Administration, which largely controls Pacific Northwest electricity,
has refused to stabilize at reasonable levels the rates it charges
California utilities for wholesale
electricity. Our utilities will have to
opt for other supplemental power
sources unless they can obtain reasonable, stable rates for increased
imports from the Northwest. Congress needs to oversee BPA and
direct reform of Bonneville rates,
policies and practices . Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission
proceedings are needed to review
rates BPA charges California. The
Secretary of Energy should be fully
informed about EPA's discrimination against California. Our aim is
the mutual economic interest of the
people in all of the states involved.

6

Therefore:

The Energy Commission
should work to secure supplies of economically attractive electrical energy from
both the Southwest and the
Pacific Northwest.
39

California's native andreThe Energy Commission's auNatural gas could be burned
7.
• newable energy sources en• instead of oil to produce
thority to certify thermal elec8
9
steam for enhanced oil recovery
able the state to achieve economic,
tric generating facilities is limited
to proposed facilities 50 megawatts
or larger. But, in years to come,
two-thirds of the state 's new power
may be derived from smaller projects . Some means is needed to
account for smaller energy projects
so that it will be possible to monitor progress toward meeting California's total energy requirements
and satisfying reserved need allocations. A new centralized project
information function is needed.
Therefore:

The Energy Commission
should implement a statewide reporting system for
energy project development
in California, and notify the
Governor, Legislature and
appropriate state agencies
if an imbalance in the
state's electricity generating system is approaching.
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environmental and energy-security
goals . Solar, wind, biomass , small
hydro and cogeneration development will continue . And geothermal, in which California already is
the world leader, is a resource that
offers considerable promise . The
California Energy Technologies Re search, Development and Demonstration (ETRDD) Act of 1984
provides grants and loans for energy development and conservation
projects _Therefore:
California should foster the
continued growth of renewable and native energy
sources. In implementing
the Energy Technologies
Research, Development and
Demonstration Act, the
Energy Commission should
consider potential near-term
commercial technologies.

in the lower San Joaquin Valley.
Switching to gas might save up to
100,000 barrels of oil per day, equal
to 7 percent of the state's total oil
consumption . Using gas for thermally enhanced oil recovery also
could support air quality goals.
The relative merits of particular
projects may vary depending on
circumstances . Therefore :
The state should encourage
thermally enhanced oil recovery (TEOR) to cut dependence on foreign oil and to
provide other related energy and environmental
benefits. Each proposal using natural gas for TEOR
development should be
evaluated by the Energy
Commission on its merit.

We have identified methaIndependent studies of en10
11
• nol as a potential alterna• ergy regulation in Califortive to oil-based motor vehicle
nia have urged more coordination
fuels. As such, it can reduce the oil
dependency of the transportation
sector. The Air Resources Board
and the South Coast Air Quality
Management District have called
for selection of methanol as a nearterm alternate fuel for air quality
purposes. For these reasons, the
Energy Commission favors working
with Congress and federal agencies
to examine the appropriateness of
additional methanol incentives for
automakers and vehicle fleet operators. The Energy Commission also
hopes to join with California's
trucking industry to assess methanol-fueled heavy trucks. The Commission will continue its current
work with environmental agencies,
the highway patrol and the auto industry to test and demonstrate the
performance of methanol vehicles.
Therefore:

Existing programs on alternative transportation fuels
- including development of
methanol-fueled buses, cars
and trucks - should be carried forward to completion.

and consistent practice among the
various state and federal agencies.
Today we are in a time of transition
between two energy eras - moving from the age of big oil and central power to a new age of energy
diversity It is not clear whether
yesterday's regulatory structure is
the right one for tomorrow's challenges . It is also not clear whether
the need is for fundamental restructuring, minor fine-tuning, or
something in between. Californians
distinguished for their expertise in
energy policy and regulation should
be enlisted to study this issue and
render appropriate recommendations. Therefore:
A broadly based blueribbon committee should be
appointed to evaluate California's present energy
regulatory institutions,
authority and procedures,
and to provide recommendations to further enhance
efficiency in their operation.

Statutory Requirement
This Cal1fornia Energy Plan meets the
requirement of the State Pubhc Resources
Code, sectiOn 25309 . that the Callfornia
Energy CommissiOn submit to the Governor
and the Legislature, m each odd -numbered
year, a comprehensive report The statute
provides that the report IS to contain a
20-year projection of state growth and
energy needs , a 12-year plan for meetmg
electnc power demand consistent w1th economic and envuonmental goals, and other
mformat1on included herein .
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Energy Commission staff in
the atrium of the Sacramento
headquarters.
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te

t was the lure of high Sierra gold
Ifornia
that triggered the rush to Caliin 1849. In those days the
American economy was based on
dollars redeemable in gold. Today
the economy and its currency are
based on the natural riches of the
land and the productivity of the
people . The rush to California
continues.
The Golden State possesses vast
natural resources - water and
trees, wind and sun , geysers and
gas. It also possesses the intellectual and spiritual energies of people
who still are pathfinders and pioneers, dreamers and builders.
California oil workers find and
refine "black gold" to fuel transportation and industry. Our engineers
build solar systems that capture
golden rays to help meet today 's
water-heating and space-heating
needs . Our physicists fire laser
beams to fuse deuterium atoms in a
process that could meet 21st cen-

tury energy needs. Those are a few
of California's precious reserves.
We're committed to the California dream of a prosperous life for
everyone. Affordable energy must
be available for all. Adequate energy must be supplied to allow
continued vigorous economic
development.
We've only begun to tap the new
gold- California's diverse energies.

Solar One, the world's
largest solar thermal electric plant, is located in the
Mojave Desert.
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